Mix it up!
Give your cards a little extra flair
using mixed-media techniques

Rachel Burgess

Happy birthday lanterns
Materials

 free stamp set  white
cardstock  patterned paper
scraps  Tattered Angels
Glimmer Mist  black fine-line
pen  blue marker  Jet Black
StãzOn inkpad  3D foam pads

Step by step

1

Create a 21x9cm tentfold card blank from
white cardstock.
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2

4

Cut a panel slightly smaller
than the card front and
spray the left-hand side with
Glimmer Mist. Ink the edges
and attach to the card front.

Draw strings for the
lanterns to hang from
and stamp both lanterns
across several times as
shown, overlapping in places.

3

5

Stamp the sentiment onto
white cardstock, cut out
and colour the edges using
a blue marker. Attach to the
left-hand side of the card
front using 3D foam pads.

Stamp the lanterns
several times onto
patterned paper, cut out
and attach to the card
front, overlapping each
other as shown.
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Butterfly
Materials

 free stamp set  white
cardstock  Tattered Angels
Glimmer Mist  Jet Black
StãzOn inkpad  selection
of Washi tape  modelling
paste  aqua glitter  blue
tiny beads

Step by step

1

Create a 10x13cm
card blank from white
cardstock and lightly
spray with Glimmer Mist.

2

Create a frame in
the centre of the card
front using two types of
Washi tape and stamp the
butterfly in the centre.

3

Ink the stamp again,
stamp onto scrap paper
and then stamp the card
front without re-inking.
Repeat this three more times.

4

Stamp the butterfly onto
contrasting patterned
paper four times. Cut out the
centre wing decoration from
two butterflies and attach to
the corresponding elements
on the other two patterned
paper butterflies.

5

Attach one of the
butterflies to the
stamped butterfly on
the card front and adhere
the other butterfly on top,
affixing the body only to
create a dimensional effect.

6

Edge the card front with
modelling paste and
sprinkle with glitter and
beads while still wet.
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Fish
love

 modelling paste  lace trim
 gold glitter  black fine-line
pen  beige tiny beads

Materials

Step by step

 free stamp set  white
cardstock  Stampin’ Up! This
& That Epic Day patterned
paper  Tattered Angels
Glimmer Mist  Jet Black
StãzOn inkpad  Washi
tape  hessian

1

Create a 15x10cm tentfold card blank from white
cardstock and spray with
Glimmer Mist. Leave to dry.

2

Cut a panel of patterned
paper slightly smaller than

the card front and doodle lines
in the top quarter to look like
waves. Use these lines to cut
away the top of the patterned
paper panel and affix to the
card front.

3

Stick Washi tape around
the edges of the card front.
Cover the bottom edge using
hessian, modelling paste and
lace. Attach the glitter and
beads on top.

4

Ink the fish and stamp
it twice onto the card
front without re-inking. Use
a black fine-line pen to
doodle motion lines.

5

Ink the ‘Love’ part of the
stamp and stamp in the
bottom-right corner of the
card front to finish.

Blossom branch
Materials

 free stamp set  white
cardstock  Stampin’ Up!
This & That Epic Day
patterned paper  Tattered
Angels Glimmer Mist  black
fine-line pen  Jet Black
StãzOn inkpad  selection
of Washi tape  lace trim

Step by step

1

Create a 8x10cm
card blank from
patterned paper.

2

Cut a panel of white
cardstock slightly smaller
than the card front. Colour
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the edges using a black
fine-line pen and spray
with Glimmer Mist.

3

Rip tiny pieces of Washi
tape and attach in a
cluster on the panel. Stamp
the blossom branch on top.

4

Add some extra stamped
blossoms where needed,
using the single image of
three flowers.

5

Attach the panel to the
card front. Layer Washi
tape on the left-hand side
and add lace on top to finish.
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Heron
Materials

 free stamp set  white
cardstock  Tattered Angels
Glimmer Mist  Jet Black
StãzOn inkpad  Washi tape

Step by step

1

Create a 7.5x10cm
card blank from white
cardstock. Spray the
bottom with Glimmer Mist.

2

Create a ‘horizon’ across
the card front using yellow
Washi tape. Stamp the heron
on the card front.

3

Create a patch of
Washi tape on a piece
of white cardstock, mixing
and overlapping red and
yellow shades.

4

Stamp the sun and heron
on top of the Washi tape
panel so the image is filled
with tape. Cut out and attach
on top of the stamped heron
on the card front to finish.
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